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Sorter Tips
Care & Storage:
• When storing your sorter, put a roughly equal number of cards in each of the three pockets
to prevent unnecessary stretching of the pockets.  Put a medium-sized rubber band vertically
around the sorter to prevent cards from slipping out when storing or carrying.

Different Ways To Use Sorters:
• Often, in a one-on-one or small group setting, a tutor uses sorters to review or support an
introduced concept. The tutor shuffles the cards, placing them in front of the student. The
student reads each card, putting it in the appropriate pocket.  The teacher questions the
student throughout the drill, asking why he made the choices he did.  Whenever possible,
diagnostic/prescriptive questioning is used in place of direct correction.  In other words,
when the student makes a mistake, the teacher asks questions in order to elicit the correct
response.
• For younger students, limiting the number of cards used in a single sitting may prove useful.  
Any cards the child incorrectly pockets can be added to the unused cards to form a second
lesson on another day.
• Tutors and teachers also often use sorters as homework assignments.  First, the teacher
shuffles the cards, placing them randomly in the pockets. The student can then complete the
sort and “check” her results by counting the number of cards in each pocket.  The teacher
should check the results the next day.
• Some teachers have purchased a set of several of the same kind of sorter for students to use at
a “center” in the classroom when other work has been completed.
• Cards can be removed from the sorter and used for word decoding and spelling dictation.
• If you shuffle the cards from a single sorter in with some “Mine!” cards, you can play a game
of sorts. Players take turns flipping over and reading cards. When a player turns over a
“Mine!” card, he or she claims all the cards in the stack. The player with the most cards at the
end of the game wins.  (If you would like to purchase cards to turn your sorter into a game,
see the “Game Pack” in our catalog.)
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Sorter Styles:
Several different styles of sorter exist in the current set of 39:
• single word on each card; student sorts by pronunciation:  2 sounds of ow, 2 sounds of g, 2
sounds of c, 2 sounds of oo, 3 sounds of ea, 3 vowel sounds of y, 3 sounds of ch, 3 sounds of
ed, open/closed/silent-e - nonsense words, open/closed/silent-e - real words, consonant-le,
vowel team, vowel-r nonsense words, 2 sounds of sion
• single word on each card; student sorts by origin:  word origins 1, word origins 2
• two spellings provided on each card; student applies the rule to sort by correct spelling:  oi/
oy, ou/ow, ai/ay, oa/ow, k/ck, ch/tch, ge/dge
• word without ending provided; student chooses correct ending:  tion/sion/cian, us/ous, er/
or/ar, ive/age/ate
• base and suffix are provided; student applies the spelling rule to sort by correct spelling: cvc
doubling, silent-e, y rule
• writing sorters; student sorts by writing element:  phrase/clause 1, phrase/clause 2,
independent/dependent clause 1, independent/dependent clause 2; simple/compound/
complex sentence 1, simple/compound/complex sentence 2, 3 kinds of nouns, 3 verb tenses

Special Sorters:
Most three-sort sorters contain forty-five cards, fifteen for each pocket when the reinforcement
drill is completed correctly.  Two-sort sorters, on the other hand, contain forty-four cards, twentytwo for each pocket (the center pocket remains empty).  
There are a few exceptions:
• sounds of ea:  19 ea = long e and 19 ea = short e cards.  6 ea = long a cards (because it is a very
rare pronunciation).
• 2 sounds of -ate:  18 -ate = /et/ and 18 -ate = /ate/ cards.  8 additional cards with words that
can be pronounced both ways are provided for the advanced student.
• consonant-le/vowel team/vowel-r:  best placed side by side with an open/closed/silent-e
sorter to form a “six pocket” sort.

